So we stand here
on the edge of hell
In Har/em
and look out
on the world
and wonder
what we're gonna do
in the face of
what we remember.
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CUNY Wide Demo
Favors SU Stand
students of Sout}yern University (SUBR) declared' November 27 as a day of national
moratorium, and called for & general boycott of classds,

,

TI

·'
Wednesday, , November 220 President Marshak issued . a statement declaring. Monday as a memorial day'for the slairi students.. Although classes were
not ' suspeded for that
day,s no student wbuld be penalized for absence from class.
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however,

at

City College gbserved this day,

and even fewer students from
City
College participated in the
march or the rally.
Some 300 people marched

from 125th Street and Seventh
_ ,:i'*
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Southern U:

What Happened?
: .

-Langston Hughes

By GWEN NEW and OADRI ABDUL.WAHHAB
.
On Monday, November 27, 1972, the Third World Student Coaliti
on held its mass
march and rally in protest of the killings at Southern University at Baton Rouge. The
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1972

On November 16,1972, the American public rece;ved

Avenue down to the Board of
Higher
Education (BHE) at East

'80th Street. The demonstrations

represented a cross section of
. concerned Third World students
from colleges and universities
in the metropolitan area, as well
as concerned individuals from
the Harlem Community.

Neither the march nor the

rally,was marred by any acts of

'its first demonstration of ·the Nixon administrdtion's execu.

violence. It was made clear from

for
;change, was fulfilled when two Black studets were
mur-ddrd

outrage.
As the marchers proceeded

lease of the student leaders who

pointment and even then, not

had been arrested that morning.
The President excused hirnself
from that meeting under the
pretext that he was going
downtown to sign for the release of the student leaders.

until Friday, December 1, or
Tuesday„ December 5.
Student representatives, challenged his sincerity and demanded that he submit' a written statement to them.· This second statement saiu · that Chan-

th eheavily 'a

cellor Kibbee, would definitely

loc e en

state police, as well as national
guardsmen, were outside of the
administration building. Seeing

this, they began to leave the

building and twice the students
announced to the militiamen

that they had not taken over the

buittling; that they had just

meet with four representatives
of the CUNY Third World Student Coalition on Thursday, November 30 at 10 AM.
The coordinating committee,
after receiving the written statement, went into the building,

once again, to see the Chancelv

n

lor.
'tion: of its .promise to end alt "permissiveriess."
the start that the Third World with Pres. Netterville.
The marchers outside cheered
Coalitioh intended to make a
as the doors were opened to the
... This. promise, which .in practice will mean haltrass- . „15@Ateful 'demotistr
atidn of *itr'","' *The, skoottn*, death*-,wer».a, ··oommittee. 'They 'did not how:ment, inc#rceration, and death t6 anyond who
direct result of
fights

d at.Soutliern University of Baton Rouge, Louisiana

(SUBR).

: ;The ·Adhlinistration of SUBR,
:Predident "G. Leon Netterville,
and. the governor of Louisiana,
Edwin Rdwards, can/be held di:rectly dccountable for supply-

ring the false information that
students had taken over the ad.
Iministration building, and the
eventual murder and the wantan attack on SUBR students.
For,several weeks, Black stu-

cdents have been attempting to

·'implement significant changes at
:predominantly Black SUBR.
L ]Their demands are:
:' 1 1. Curriculum changes : ' courses refiecting poor and

I :

working,people's reality.
2. Adequate medical care for
students. '
'

manda ·of 'the students at SUBR
and to express their outrage at
the killings.
At that meeting it was decid-

ed that it was the responsiblUty
of all Third World students to
support the brothers and sisters

at Southern University.
The participants of that meeting resolved that they would

take the following action:

1. Make the school administhe action of Southern
University administration

tration condemn publicly

and the
killings by the La.
State
Police.

the residen

ts support
of the commu
nity
shouted their
and chanted along with the demonstrators
from their windows, stoops, and
storefronts.

Arriving at the BHE, it was
clear that the marchers wefe
expected, The building was
heavily guarded by New York's

Finest.

Speakers then began to address the crowd about the incidents concerning the students

the conspiracY

ever, met the Chancellor. Rep-

Preside i Netterville. The studehth of SUBR demande that

resentatives of the Chancellor's

between Governor Edwards and

there be a grand jury investigation of the murders and present-

ed a proposal that would end
National Guard and outside law
enforcement agency intervention

on chmpuses. The proposal provided for a national watchdog
committee composed of students, faculty and communitY
members, that would deal with
"discrepancies"

between

stu-

dents and administrators.
Askia Muhammad Toure spoke

office stated that "you (the
marthers) are tiothg *our thing

out there, and we are doing our
thing in here,' Chancellor Kibbee

is not meeting with you today.
Either wait until Thursday

morning, or we Will not mdet at

all!"

The steering committee, less

where they would rally for more

support and plan further activities for Thursday's meeting.
This relatively small action

at SUBR, and their implications

at the rally. He commended the

throughout the country.

shown that we are not just

to many that the students and

'summer revolutionaries' when

marchers, saying "We have
people. We must continue to

the community at large have not
was successful in
that it proved
become totally insensitive to the
plight of Third World peoples.

ication,· and our Third World

tive participation on the part of

A representative from Baruch

to the Third World students
ing took place in L6uisiana, it
could happen here, too. We
don't want the same thing to
College stated that "If this kill-

it comes to oppression of our
maintain our vigilance, our ded-

happen in New York and that's
why we are here."
Three brothers from Southern
University then spoke on the ac-

'
'
As more students came up to
speak to the demonstrators, the

students at City College, and on
the part of the Harlem community in general. This means

aid the struggle at SUBR.

tual
happenings,
which were
not
reported
by the national
press.

ing to meet with BHE Chancellor Robert J, Kibbee, who re-

getting involved in the struggle
for
the survi val of Third World,
peoples. This means getting into
of reacting later.

]University were not asking for

to protest the killings at South-

They stated that the students
had been invited by President
G. Leon Netterville to come to
his office to discuss the six demands and the terms for the re-

fused to meet with them. Instead, he issued two statements,

Southern

broad based Third World coalition of CUNY, SUNY and other
colleges throughout N.Y. State

would not meet with the students unless they had an ap-

and demands of Third World

their colleges' presidents in con-

and Asian students who realize

demnation of the onslaught at
SUBR.
Columbia University had begun collecting funds for the
.mergencleg that may develop
at SUBR. Most of the colleges'

27, 1972 as a day for a national

3. Proper Housing.

,

4. Edible Food.
5. Better salaries and working conditidns for the cafeterla workers.
6. No merger of Southern
University with Louisiana

State University.
,-- ' The

students

at

much, but Blacks are expected

lio continually accept oppressive
conditions without the least
outcry of angui*h,

The unprovoked and unwar-

This was the beginning of a

ern University an'd to continually deal with the grievances

peoples.
*
The coalition is comprised of
concerned Black, Puerto Rican

'ranted assault on unarmed Black
students by the Louisiana local
and state law enfoi·cement agencies, and the presence of the National Guard, has angered Thkd

tinue to occur unless a strong
active commitment is made to

World students throughout the

combat oppression on all fronts.

that these incidents will con-

student governments had condemned the

solidarity,"

steering committee was attempt-

the first one affirming that he

moratoritim and boycott of
classes. It was determined that
on Nov. 27 there would be a
mass march from 125th Street

and 7th Avenue to the Board of
Higher Education at East 80th
Stti'eet,

action and all

Three members of the coali-

ways to got all their students
involved in the sti'uggle,

of students at SUBR and tlie

members of the Puei·to Rican
Students Union called a meeting of all Third World peoples

20, 1972 students met to discuss
the actions they had taken on
flie resolutions of the previous
meeting. Several schools had
held rallies, but most were

Friday, November 17, to begin

Again onpress
Monday,
Novembe
awaiting
releases
fromr

Everyone knew, however, that
something more would have to
be done. SUBR students had

schools
wereMonday,
activelyNovembe
planningr
designated

Chancellor Kibbee. Chancellor
Kibbee would be expected to
make a public statement con.

country
With the thought in mind

that it is "time to, fight back,"

1*esolutions of the meeting to

tion wouldthepresent
the atdemands
demning
murders
SUBR.

1

than happy about Kibbee's
statement, then directed the
marchers to Hunter College,

2. Make the Strdent Government take a stand on the
killings and the Southern
University admihistration.
3. Demand mone from the
school administration to

:

1

'

mobilizing in support of the de-

through the streets of Harlein,

come to have a quiet meeting

Thefe is a need for more ac-

the habit of acting first, instead
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By WILLIAM E. ROBINSON
International affairs are dictated today by
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the powers of the multinationul conglomerates
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new markets. The rate of production far exceeds
domestic resources so there is the constant rip.
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off of so-called "underdoveloped" countries

:9

which are kept underdeveloped by this rip-off.
As 4 matter of fact, domestic' underdeveloDment
,of human potential is due to the preoccupation with . overindustrialization and over-con-

power, it is not a matter of love, hate, morality
or immorality, bq just coldhearted business
and power. Racism is a factor in dispelling of
any guilt feelings of bulldozing over innocent
people, of 'color in the process of exploitation.

,
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market and therefore creates a need for

sumption,
In th6 previous article on the "Middle.EastWorld Dilemma" it was explained how crude
oil is the source of energy powering the manufacturing and transportation of goods and military hardware by the conglomerates,
Within the upper stratum of corporate

1
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farli' .

wliose needs for cheap raw resources and labor
maintain its production of goods · for 6xpanding
markets around the world,
These giant corporations have sufficient
financial capital. to buy off entire governments
to achive astronomical profits at the expense
of the human quality of life. The quantity of
products far outstrips the needs of the domestic
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The war in Southeast Asia, the war in the
Middle East and the areas of liberation in

(as well as most of the oil used by the United
States in Vietnam). Some of it goes by tanker
across or around the Indian Ocean."
Who controls the oil in the Middle East?
According to a "New York Times" article, "Oil
Participation vs. Nationalization" dated October
22, 1972:
"Western oil companies operate in ,various

Southern Africa are all manifestations' of the
disregard for the dignity, self determination and
territorial integrity of these peoples of color,

threatening their very survival.
,

The channeling of funds to aid the oppres-

sion of the people in these areas is carried out
directly and indirectly: Directly through funding client regimes whose authority rests upon

In order to understand the modus operandi

Gulf Oil Corporation and the British .Petroleum

outside support, and indirectly through the

of.the multinational corporations' link to stra-

Company, linked in a 50-50 . partnership. In

technique of third party funding.

'

It is because of this third party funding

availability of cheap raw materials, labor and

,pany holds the main sway, but a 30 percent in-

marketm)„, We must, first, .look at · the .overall

terest each is held by the Standard Oil -Com-

Munich,. West

world bic'ture as an expansion of the current
Southeast Asian War,

pany of California and Texaco Inc., while the
, Mobil Oil Company sports an additional 10
,
percent."
Mozamin
oil
for
searching
now
Guilf,Oil is
bique, at a time when Africans are waging

Frante and 'ate also Uddd 'as 4*ert conduM <62

by' wdstorn powers since 1945, mandated that
the'U.S., Bkitish, and French military zones be

armed' struggld

and Inellfin Odean. This defense posture was
created ' to counter mainland China's influence
in Post World War II Asia.
The agreement was to maintain control in
that area, in' addition to U.S. intervention in
Korea, and the supplying of arms to France.
.
The question arises, what does South East
Asia have to do with the Middle East and
Africa? The question can be answered by the
question: Why is the U.S. developing the ability

(Gulf's major operations are in Angola, where

"The. Indian Ocean itself has acquired considerable , strategic importance" (particularly
since the, closing of the Suez Canal) as a major
sea route for oil. The Middle East's abundant
fields now supply 50 percent of the oil imports
of Western, Europe, 90 percent of Japan's, 65
percent of Australia's and 83 percent of Africa's

against

foreign

technique that the Arab , commandos moved on

established in Asia encompassing the Pacific

to fight, a naval war in the Indian Ocean?

Germany,

Great

Britain

VISIV OUR

Britain, and France have been
sellin arms and
.. ..
ht.

oppression

supplies to S8utherh Africa, reinforcir;k ' abdiA-

theid and genocide against the African people.
This is stifiling the struggles of liberation
now being waged by the African people in the
South of the continent. Many African governments are being bribed by Western corporations

Africans are fighting Portugese oppression).

"Gulf 'started looking for Angolan oil in
1954 and made its first strike in the Cabinda
region in 1966. Cabinda is the most profitable
oil area in ' Portugese Africa, and will soon
probably rank among the top oil producers in
, Africa. Until the Cabinda discovery, Portugal
relied on oil from the Middle East."
From these specific cases, it becomes obvious .why multinational corporations influence
domestic and foreign policy of their own government and also foreign governments. This is
done through the influence of money with financial capital in the billions of dollars. National
and international security is insurance for the
corporate interest over the interest of human
needs and values.

to loosen up on their policies on Southern

Africa. Many Afro-Americans are being bribed
to adopt a passive posture on the issue of South

Africa and the Middle East.
Just as Standard Oil is controlled by Chase
Manhattan Bank (which is controlled by the
Rockefellers, who control New. York State and
other domestic areas in which there are Black
folk), it becomes clear that the Afro-American is

as much a target of bribes or forceful persuasion in the international arena as is Africa,

the link to a new shift in overt U.S. military
intervention and corporate oppression.
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combinations in the Middle East. Production
in Kuwait, for example, is dominated by the

The Asian Defense perimeter as established
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Community Link:

Marjorie Henderson

By CYNTHIA VALENTIN
"1/'S 411 al,Olit e('()11()11:ic cx[)1()}tatiOIl locked 11 1, hito Doiverless-

Statements

Marjorie

1/('SS.

with a multitude of comments and

,

ideas is Miss Marjorie Henderson.
Directing her energy into space on
a very conscious level, she states

,

that "the situation" is all about

1

The lady was born and still re-

mains in the Harlem area. Marjorie

about Affirmative Action she
serted thal "No group can be
fective existing in a vacuum.
group must have meaningful
volvement by the people it is
tended to serve."

graduated from City College with

,
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; the needs of the minorities, she felt

in, an atmosphere of freeness.
t "I want to make it as comfortable

' as possible for Blacks here. My post.
tion here, indicates that there is
' something wrong, v e r y, very,
-wrong."
Ms. Henderson views herself as a
facilitator for Black students, a
vehicle by which Black students
, will attain their goals more easily.
Ms. Henderson, a very aware per-

son,
usually
concen
'quencie
on fre.
s unknow
n totrates
diost men.
. , 'There are an awful lot of attitudes' existing here, things one
' cannot put their finger on, but,"
. she declares, "they are as real as
any physical assault."
Ms. Henderson then explains that

many forces, (other than· physical),
have affected and will affect us in

serious ways and must be dealt
with. It is Ms. Henderson's promise

thal she will do everything in her
.'power to make the host feel at
I home.

Ms. Henderson conceded her
.very strong feelings about certain
L things, typified by her statement,
"It's not that I'm anti-white, but
i that I'm pro-Black."
' She does not seem to be hung up
on ugly situations or people. She
.

-

-

contends thal time must be spent
,not being vindictive, but instead
working in a positive frame of
: mind, which is the important issue,
: Marjorie believes that once race
becomes the issue, you no longer
- have an issue, for this type of reaC soning inevitably leads to vulner, ability.

,

I''

'white man's burden' attitude inevitably seeps through the seams
of over-anxious, liberalistic organizations. Black people need to be
respon*ible for the rise of Blacks.
"The community is a highly complex concept. I would be presumptuous to try to express the rights of

'

.

.,1-•'·'·' N'i' *·' A'tiA, -

people in the community.
"Oftentimes, t h a t paternalistic

.

'

';
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Although the group is new and
can undoubtedly use the construetive criticisms Ms. Henderson gives„
she adds that "You don't plan for

''

.

"

,

'1

.

.

Urban kducation.
1 After hearing "by wobd of
mouth," she says, that a position
r was available at City College spe-

''

'

14

a Bachelors degree in sociology,
went on to obtain a Masters from
Teachers College of Columbia Uni-'
. versity, and has recently completed
, her work for a Doctorate degree in

change is needed, blised on first'
hand sensitivity to the needs of
Blacks:." '
, It is Ms. Henderson's contention
' that the red tape oftentime,s hinders
aiid stops Blacks from functioning,

on

needs on campus." When questioned

'

ceorr o ci s ao ie eni indeed a

· and Development (P.P.D.).
' Slys Miss Henderson, "I will ex-, ress to the administration where

statements

ganizations. "The Black Action
Council (BAC), is meeting vital

Pert, vivacious, and overflowing

: she could be very functional in her
current position, which is Director
- of the Office of Program Planning

gives

soine of the community geared or-

4.-1 41 ':

,¢, 1 ,*,;A*), ': ''f ., ,13'. 1.C.:.7..4 .Et*, :: r' the community in
theless she declarestotality
that ."
theNevercom-
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munity has rights, many rights, and

rights that will be respected:
"This is a planned society, and

THE PAPER / Bob Shepard

Historically, the issue has always
been one of ec6nomy, with racial
prejudices and stereotypes as secondary issues. These came about as
a rationale for the suppression of
peoples, not to doubt, however, that

as an educator sensitive to the
needs, desires and aspirations qf the

community. What Blacks most often
get, she says, "is a lot of lip service,
and a lack of commitment.",
,

.,. t

.

'

The community is seen by Ms.

style involves 'the community as
well as academic affairs. Marjorie

Henderson as an integral part of

energies in the communities, creating an atmosphere for trouble."

Total disregard for the people in
the community is a sign of total
disrespect as far as Ms. Henderson

is concer
world
everyon
today,
e nel.
must"In
be this
aware
of what
is
going on dnd if possible have someone to look out for our interests. Of ,
course I'm concerned about other
people, but my main concern in this
area Hes with Blacks."

When asked whether she thought
the creation of her position was a
genuine attempt by the administra-

tion to assist Black students, she
replied, "I don't feel that I am a

'token;' if I did I wouldn't be here.
This is no game to me, You see, you
don't bring people into a sitiiation
and then frustrate them," alluding
to the needless wars with extravagant casualties.
In the area of education, Ms, Henderson stated that, educators are
often "tools of a society." A teacher
is in a protected position, while an
admitiistrator must plan on reality.
If you don't, your whole thing will
fall in."
Educators, sometimes willingly,
other times unwillingly become
perpetuators of a system or society.
They are told what to teach, and
while some deviate, most do not.
Ms. Henderson describes herself

will not 1pe incidental.
"The--Aignals have chanded baby,
the signald have changed."
pirect, cruel. and harsh as it may

'

do not exclude , hours outside of
nine-to-five, Ms. Henderson's life

the colleg,e, "Any plans of the college which exclude the Black Community are mistakes. This causes
diosent which results in dissipated

that happens in this kiountry' is no
accident, and retaining your rights

Since sincerity and commitmdnt

the race issue is not alive and well
today.
The Community

you must be in there to plan right
along with them. Anything m,ajor

seem, it is reality. Marjorie states
that the signals are not the same:

is Executive Vice-President of the ' "Black labor is no longer , needed

New York 'Association of Black
Education and serves as advisor to
New York PACT which is a parents
advisory council.

in this society." Technology, automation, and computerization have
taken the places of the long Black

arms and strong backs this country
was built upoil.
"I would like to see things done
within a reasonable amount of time,

She also is a part of the executive board of the New York State
Association of Compensatory Ad-

ministrators and Educators. This is
an association dedicated to com-

within my lifetime. I won't tell you
how old I am, but I don't have

pensate
the minorit
ies insuffic
cornpetentto educato
for inrs and
ient, unrelative education.

much time
to Waste.
I want
results
visiblet
within
a reasona
ble amoun
of time, We must turn rhetoric into

Marjorie does> not hesitate, of

meaningful objectives. The ·urban

course, to let us know that she is
not merely a joiner, but that if she

scene is changing, and college cannot totally disregard or remain ob-

becomes associated with, or becomes a part of something, it is be-

livious to the rights of ' the community. We must be realistic, we
must have realistic goals, and we
must move on them now. The sig-

cause it is functional and relevant.
„I join because I think I can help

implement change, not so that I
can read this list off."

nals have changed, they're not the

same."

BUY NOW

MOLLIE'S HOSIERY
& BODY WEAR
Buy Now FoR xMAs
Lectard,

SOUL XMAS CARDS

AND RECORDS - 79c

°'
Soul Greeting Card Shop
394 WEST 245th STREET

· rights Bodysulls - Pant;
394A WEST •145th
STREET
(ot St. Nicholas Avenue)

NEW YORK CITY

- Check It out on your way to :chool -

near the subway

'
,

HY-TEST ELECTRONICS
Records 6 Tapes
306 ST. NICHOLAS AVENUE (near 125*h St.)
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10027
TEL. 866.3211
·: SOLID STATE REPAIRS :·

LP SPECIAL - $3.39
Super Fly - All Directions - I'M Still In Love With You
Chi-lites Greatest Hils - Lookin Through The Window
Jackson Five - Inner City Blues
Roberia Flack 81 Donny Hathaway Together
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By VICKY HUNTER

pening was reefer, and good

exists in all facets of Amert-

times, at least within our

can society, but because stu-

of a dents
Sister
were outraged upon
is (tieithEvelu
il rtelithl tal tion
quarters
Only , the white sludents hearing that Black students
show created and performed
by Francine Major who is
presently a drama instructor
at Black Arts/West, in Se-

were running around trying

Robinion, Cy,111,10 volon,In, Tyllo s. waters,

attle. The title transposed

Southern
and And
to plan
course of U.
action.
evena

meeting
the always
very samtb
students were
who are
ac-

Arlhur Adam;
Reggie Culpopper
Photo, JeffArchlo
Morgan
- ChiefBobby
Photographer
Lynum
Shepard

.trrsmci ion ) is used with

some of them had ulterior
motives seeking to use this

tive in school. Representatives from the Puerto Rican

Buslness, Faviola Felix - Bu,Inoi, Manager

'' 'Soon as I turned on my

issue

Student

5108, Diana Anderson, 03,10 Arnold, Kim Broland, Calha In, D

From subsequent reports

to

ideologies.
A

push

meeting

their

finally

own

took

t,

decent

'f,

1

San(lia McNell, Denise Mitchell, Bob Nicholson, Angela Smith.

0"8' Lumpkin - Faculty AdvI,or

_
Black

Arts

As Communications
Black communication, the basis for Black Arts, has been dis«i
torted by the Black experience in slavery. The Black man's African
languages, culture, and sense of family have been mutilated or
completely destroyed; the true African heritage of the Black man
in America has been lost.

Blacks during slavery were not allowed to communicate 90

workers, better housing fa-

four people and not to forget

being the primary cohesive factor of a people, the African lan•

bullets in place of the tear
. gas pellets which are sup-

cilities and a doctor on campus at all times to deal with

guages were replaced with the English language.

. posedly so similar in,appear-

student's health needs.

ance.
If the police had,no inten, tion of using lethal weapons
they shouldn't have had bul.lets to be mistaken for gas

And for this they were
tear-gassed and two of their
number killed. These same

a live card kitty add to
scream and shout when
someone makes a Boston.
After all it's not you get-

in the New York Times. But

cident in another country,
But I'd like to start, a

c pellets. It .,seems thAt the
oply way officials can deal

even though ' the students
from, SDS were armed with

whispering campaign while
the cards are being dealt and

with demands made by.stu-. this. information they seem-

the reefer is being passed

received her Englikh name and education in the household of heN
master from reading the Bible and other European qlassics. Fred
erick Douglass was taught to read by his owner.
1Regardless, these were the exceptions of that. era, and wert

dents is by the use of bul.
lets which kill.

ed to forget the purpose 6f
the meeting.

around. It is you, it is me.
And if we're not careful,

not widely read by the masses of Black folks. Black literatw,0
imitated European literature and not African tridition,

But I don't know what's

They wanted to organize

but continue to be complete-

In the field of music, the African culture survived mpre than

worse,,police who kill peo-

demonstrations against rac-

ly unconcerned, the whole

in folklore (literature) and even enjoyed continual periods 6%

ple, specifically Block peo.
ple, or Black people who

ism in th* educational process. That is, until Bill and

thing could go up in smoke
right before our eyes - and

The dynamics of African music survived within the context

just don't care. When I got

others forced them to real-

that smoke won't smell no-

Blues, Jazz, and Rhythm and Blues. The revival of the drum in

to City · College And went to

ize

thing like reefer.

Finley the only thing hap-

called, not because racism

recent contemporary styles, was sparked by renewed contact with

demands were glossed over

thal the meeting whs

ting shot up in a southern
town, that's an isolated in-

What a way to wake up!

p

English tongue, in not understanding the origins of the woids,' 6r
the cultural and historical context of the language. This situation
engendered misunderstanding in conversations between Blacls
folks, as it continues to do today.
White missionaries taught slaves English in order to indoctrinw

ate slaves into the Christian Religion. Phyllis Wheatley, the poRt«

originality.

,

of the church through "negro" spirituals, later evolving int*

the Caribbean and Latin America. In conjunction with the rem«

nants of the Yoruba religion (which survived in the Tropics along .

began to 6*4
the drum
America),
Northsensuous
enclaves
patterns.
isolated
rhythmic
with
purely
than in
rather
awareness

- Values -

were mostly lost to the "negro." The slave artisan was limited

page two days after the killings before some of
his closest comrades understood exa'ctly what he
was running off at the mouth abodt.

And even after this, their indifference to
what it all really meant troubled the brother.

He believed his people to be in actual solidarity,

but they weren't showing it.

quiet lull,

During their discussion one pointed out that,
while the bloods at Southern U. used tactics of
the '60's, their demands were a clear indication
of how the struggle has progressed. To raise
questions of working conditions and wage minimum for cafeteria personnel showed the growth
potential of the entire struggle. Campus movement seldom ventured outside academic issues.
But the two bloods could not get up the nep-

But the depth of ?ilence between them
broke, through this common barrier which was

ment this area of struggle. Not enough seemed to

- understanding the other's need for silence.
Southern University hurt; the same way
every other blatant expression of colonialism

hurt. And these two bloods sat there, in an airconditioned ultra-modern car, wishillg the bounc-

ing noise on this damn train would hush into a

Southern U., and forced their minds to painfully
unfold the events of those first few days which
fed their disillusionment,

You see, these brothers wete workersl Hard

core committed workers, The kind who saw their
primary task as using every moment of every
day to define their human worth. They under-

stood, as Fanon did beford them, that liberation

for the individual is dependent on the liberation

of all his people. And they worked toward this
olin with every motion they made.

But when they came togettier earlier the
Friday after that day, and exchanged notes on

all the fine points connected with this most re.
cent attack, there were other factors they wefe

forced to own up to.

·

. No doubt Blacks had problems dealing with the foreign

Misplaced

note the other passengers among them - each

.

Senate, The Paper, and even

ficer "mistakenly" used real

' daring to look at the other - both not caring to

,

Ann Doris, Paul 5, Hicks, Lillian Kandoh, Dennis Mack,

any significant level with other slaves in the region. Communication

So they aat there in their silence, each not

,

Concerned

to deal a deck of cards to

after another one of those days where inner mo.
Z lion proved inconsistent with motion from with, out. And these two, bloods, their sensitivities de, manding ne less, could not speak to each other.

,

William L Ballingor - Advartlsing Manager

Asian Students, the Student

some white students who
had been passing out leaflets
concerning H. Rap Brown's
trial.
But the majority of Black
students - I guess they
were too busy.
It takes a lot of energy to
meticulously roll a joint, wet
it, light it up, and deeply
draw on it to get two full
lungs of smoke.
It takes a lot of energy
better library facilities, a

By L. R. RIVERA
They sat there, on the subway heading home,

,

Union,

Thomos Holmes

Michael Whittaker

wage for cafeteria

,

j''

hamed, Gwon New, Chris Newlon, Louis R. Rivera, William 8,

It was also obvious that

- I learned that a police of-

L

Flonillig, Barnard HInoo, Vicky Hunler, Robort Knight, Ayod Mo·

were murdered.

to get a meeting together, to

killed at Southern Univer- place in the Student Senate
sity I was in a state of limbo Office and was chaired by
all day. When I finally got Bill Robinson with an atmy hands on the N.Y. Times tendance of about 25 stuand read the official story dents, most of whom were
white, The students from
I got angry.
According to them no one S.D.S. already had leaflets
is responsible for these mur- printed up explaining Southders, and the s t u d e n t s ern University's students'
·were "mysteriously shot." Do demands.
All they wanted was. betthey take us for fools? Who
ter food service facilities,
had the guns?!

f:

COLLECTIVE

Qadrl Abdul·Wahliab, Shoryl Bernier, Gwon Dixon, Bob Foostor, Ted

the people present at this

that two brothers had been

«

133.dNDITORIAL
81.Ii, & Conv,nt A.nu,

'

discuss what happened at

radio and heard on the news

4,

New York City 10031
234·6500

·

essary enthusiasm among their own to complicare what,the issues leading to the murders were,
Baton Rouge was far away, and the media's
initial version of "trampled victims" took away

pose the Black consciousness to the rhythms that foster inner

African metalwork, and carvings in wood, bone, and ivory
to practical implements. Before the 1920's, "negro" artists rendered
pseudo-classical imitations of European culture. During thf 1920'.s,

the trend was toward historical themes and domestic scenes le

the discovery of the new "negro."
Black theatre was, and in many cases still is, an imitation of
European theatre in black face. Contemporary Black comtherci
films have truly been imitations of white Hollywood in "Blackfacd.
Black Art has mimicked the European barbaric migratory cult

tures, but now is struggling to evolve as forms of natural essened
communicating knowledge and understatiding.
*(*

1
...

]
We've cried out for justice in an alien tongue.
We've looked for ourselves in alien images.
' 1
We've searched for the truth in alien symbols; from this.
kind.
and
self
alienation from
Yes, Black folks speak English, Spanish, French, Portuguese,
German, and many African dialects. Until there evolves a Black
concept of language with significant psychological and sociological
implications to Blacks, there will only be the mouthing of mean4

from the spirit of movement. So, these two, on
their way home sat in silence.
As the subway pulled into the 167th Street

ingless phrases. Until there is a unified Black concept of commuht.
cation as a basis for art, our creativity and inventiveness will be
mere exercises in self-indulgence.

station and both moved to leave, one broke the
quiet and told his man, "You see, brother, what
we got to understand is that we can't let this go,
We'll keep pushing, even if our people frustrate
us. They'll come around,
"And we'll keep picking any way we can."

spectra
provide avenues to the vast conscious and sub-conscious

As long as Black Arts are overly dependent on white dominated.
communications media, its cultural position will be that of prostl•,
tution.

Symbols, languages, music, mathematics, and theatre can

' The other kept his solernn expression and

ions of reality.
icating meaningful abstractunknow
of vibratioiis by comniununforese
n to the
en and previotisly

They continued their silence. and each went

mind, Black Arts can provide a harvest of knowledge, creating

just nodded in reluctant agreement.

Opening up dimensions

in us the wisemen, the gods and goddesses, the true scientists that

his way - in silence.

light rays you can see, vibrations you can hear and feel from the

generally aware of what happened. Even less

When both got home, they did as each knew
best. One, in the darkness of his room, broke

we can be,

began to raise the issue of mui'der. One of the

down and cried. The other, that night, fucked

two even had to pull out the Daily News front

his woman to death.

nucleus of creation, and beyond.

Only the most activist of their people were

*

Black Arts is as Black communications is as infinity - Black.,

"The Black musician ta a rellection of the Black peopl
e as a social phenomenon. His purpose ought to be
to liberate America aesthetic·
ally and socially from its inhumantly. The inhum
anity of the white American to the Black American
, as well as the inhumanity of the
while American to the whito American, is not
basic to America and can be exorcised, I think
the Black people through the force
of their struggles are the only hope of' savin
g America, the political or cultural America."
Archie Shepp

BLACKlighi
Black Arts
Defining Direction

The Nature of Criticism

By BOB FEASTER

By TYLIE S. WATERS
The nature and' function of criticism in Blac
k Art has given rise to much controversy,
useless,· in many circles concerning the definition,
function, among, both Blacks and whites. In an ende
avor
to explore and establish some of the stanand dven the existence of Black Ark Many are
led to dards and considerations of criticism as appli
ed to the Black artist, the Urban Center,
believe that Black Art is some type of elusive pheno
menon. of Columbia University recenty presented
Clayton Riley, Toni Morrison, Ishmael Reed,
, 4
Discussions are frequently so esoteric and abstra
ct and Addison Gayle, Jr. in a discussion on "The
that it is difficult to comprehend the basic
Nature of Criticism in Black Art."
"Criticism is at the heart of
questions inThere is a long' standing debate, often tiresome and

tolved. Many times'; this occu
rs because the subject at
,hand is viewed d a separate entity, unrelated' to
the real
*orld.

' 1

enterprise. The artist has to be ' exists
an increasing need for
his frst critic. And this is espec. more
.
ially troubling to the Black arAs Gayle pointed out, "the

tist," said Nathan Huggins, professor of History at Columbia.

However, for. our purposes, we .,will make f a
number

of, assumptions, take some strong positions, and const
A true Black artist writes for
ruct
. 6 crucial' link between Black Art and the real world
, In his people, The style in which
r he writes and
short, we will leave the "fine points" to the professiona
ls, i'j ,
. .1 t h e idlomatic
the book writers, and the sundry others
who over-burden,:
.'
e x p r e s sions
the bookstore shelves but do little to alter oppre
ssive con- ' 1
dition

s.

which origiriated as a unique product of the Black

.experience: gospel, bluek, jazz; shing-a-ling, D,C, bop, , .
,
1 4
These artistic expressions are part and parce
l of the

hational character of Black folks. That is to say, Black
Art
rdpresents the style of the people, the way we react
/reDpond to each other/others and the world, Wherever Black
s

are,,the ' national 'character is manifest. Certa
in aspects of
this

character can be observed in an international conte
xt,

kiespite colonialism and, imperialism.

Black Art, as one dimensionof the national character,
has a direct relationship to our history as a people
. This
Should be simple to understand. One need
only to pose a
few fundamental questions:

NrE

Why didn't George Washington and his boys
develop

gospel music?

'

Why didn't European immigrants express their
re-

Sponse to America through the blues?
,{ How come poor''white folk]5 in the hills of Apala
chia

4hdnlt,produce a. Charlie; Parkeri 8 John Coltra
ne, some

7 East. Bdets, or *''K601 and'tlid Garig?
1 1

'

Other, :,folks didn't develop these forrns for
the same

„Weason.Black folk,8 did·,nbt otiginate symphonic
music' or

.the minziet. Our history and the conditions unde
r which we
tivi produced, in us, a lifestyle and a response to
the
world. This respo
is distinct. There is a qualitative difference between nse
Black Art and

other art forms,
it
This is not to suggest that Black Art is better or more
worthy than any, other art. What
it does mean is that we
have acted and created as a whole people, out of our nation
,
al character.
3

But if there is such a connection between Black
Art,
Blac

k people and the real world, then what does this connection mean functionally?
1
First, we should understand that not every Black
artist recognizes this vital relationship. Many such
artists
produce multitudes of work which have little or no
impact
on the progressive history of our people. But becau
se these
people are Black they make a very strong claim
to the art,

regardless of how divorced their work may be from
the
national character of the people,
Thus it becomes necessary to make a further dis-

tinction between Black Art as progressive or
non-progres-

Bive, revolutionary or counter-revolutionary, Since
we've

been involved in a liberation struggle throughout
our
history, our attention must focus on revolutionary Black

the values and morals of western civilization, He must never

lose sight of the fact that the
culture which produced Thor-

eau is the culture which produced 'Nixon." In reference to

this, Ishmael Reed, who refers

understood

to himself as a "hoodoo" writer,

/i, .Le#,4, by Black peo.
Ell#* 4##rs j ple. But many

charged that some Black writers
are
culturally influenced by
European writers. such as T. S.

Wfl*l#

4„
For those who have difficulty in this area, we
state
from the outset that Black Art does exist! There
are
art
forms

1

' used are readiv

Black aftlit must move outside

Gayle

'

ly

times the Black

writer has been forced to write
orthodox and traditional
in
forms, which stifles or "waters
down" his own particular style.

More often than not, because

the Black artist's work is not
written in this traditional And

accepted form, it is discarded

or devalued by white editors

Ellot, James Joyce, ete.

In what seemed to be a subtle

statement directed to

Gayle,

Reed added .that "some will
even write historically just to

make friends," Many of Gayle's
works are historical in content.
Of concern among the panel-

ists was the efTect that litera,.

, lure

,.........

has

on

when it might well have served, 11| ' | the public.
Ri.
as a valuable piece for his peo- 1 : ,,
)
ley,
who
feels
ple.
' J'J.pr*>1 I that literature
Frequently as drama critic

Clayton Riley pointed out, when

a piece of work is accepted by

a white publisher, it is "pre-

'lll·'. 'S!.. L J has less impact
i '% , #:At " ; on
,

the public '

' ,FIED ; than m u s i c,

1CZ

C ' i Litera
con--

not given the same display as'
other books which receive good
reviews. Doubleday happens to
be the publisher of Reed's book.

It was the general consensus '

of the paneli4ts that today's,

, Black films
,
1.4,-Alli,zi . ,)3 1 are one-dimen-

sional. "There
./. 4/.gy isa dangerous

'){'j :*,Btd
1.I eS!

structure

.6..
',1 M
,g 1
, someo
If you worship
IE* '491
ne l i k e
Raed

'Shaft,'
these
dre people wh6 will never show
up when yod need them," ch rg-

ed critic Riley.
Prof. Huggins ' stated further
that "heroism in film and novel

is a faritasy, The horror in it 18'

what it does to the Black wom-

an. ' The Black woman's only

role in "Super Fly" is her copulation in a

bathtub."
"Film criticism is not dealt

with in the same fashion as lit-·
erary criticism," ' pointed out·
Riley. He explained that film
criticism is used as a commer.·

cial instrument: it becomes a
toolOften
to'sellitera
l a produ
ct. sm writry critici

judged, " before it is even looked
at.
stantly talking about raising ten by Blacks is played down
consciousness; it as- by whites. However, many
„There ore few editors

who

will even consider Blick works.
If a white publisher Moes decide

' ' to"accept Black work, he giv.es

people's

sumes that people -tion'thave·
very,much sense. -As · a matter.
of fact, schools train,you to deal ·
with literatlire," 'he Added.

it tou)h and exhausting edit-.
ing," said Ms,
Morrison; who has
previously worked as an editor
in a white publishing house,
Ms. Morrison decried, "I left
the publisher who loved me but
would not edit my'work. We are,

Waced on writing. "After 411,
50 % of the people in this country are illiterate. We need to get

after all,
like it is."the people who tell it

ing any money. I have never

She further stated that "the

The swift-talking-Reed vigori, ' vie.got,rs. F.or
il,Mance,·' "Ladyt'

ously confessed · that, he· 'feels
that .too

much

emphasis

is

into 'pop' things.".I'm not mak-

sold over 2,000 copies."
Reed explained that music

white publisher begins his ra- works
, ---m , cism when he it takesforlessmost people because
effort than picking
._
! decides not to up a book. He suggested that
It take your book. perhaps artists should be
2/, It costs him to read a chapter or so n able
day
, 1 4 '07, $8,000 to $10,- on the radio.
VIIN.
000 just to acDistribution is a fundamental
I -'g , -··'bm
-I
L. :m
cept the book, problem for Black artists. It is
%91/////al"

31'*t- but he is going
Morrison
to

get

that

no longer surprising that Black

grew the necessity for indepen-

worki do not get the same treatment as white works. Prof. Huggins, w'ho went down to Double.
day to buy Reed's Mumbo Jum-

At present there are a few, such

book was given a favorable re-

money back anyway."
Out of these harsh realities

dent Black publishing houses.

as Broadside Press, Third World,

Drum & Spear, etc., but there

, so-

called Black 'films,· written by' · '
whitest ,ar.e. strongly proMoted.
in an all-out'effor.t to,attfct the.
growing nul*her, 'of Bjack, mo-

bo, reported that although the

view by the New York Times,

it was not easy to locate. It was

Sings' the Biuea" 'Was heavily,

publicized,only bec#use it was·

directed .by a white director, asserted R ey.

Riley' added that "One of the

things

America

does

(Coittlitited ott Pdge 6)

not

al-,

low Blacks to do is take part in

decision making. There is no
regular body of Black critics to.

make decisions."

Art is a vital vehicle neces-,
sary for qny means of concrete

change within the Black community. The Black artist must
use this weapon to direct his
people. "What good

is work

without some perspective?"
stressed the sensitive Ms. Mor-

ridon.
Gayle, in conclusion, reiterated that, "as the Black artist'
moves outside of'western mor,

als and values, it is for his peo-

ple's liberation; he will re-de.

fine the Black man, thereby creating new symbols for him."

Art.

.
Revolutionary Black Art is the antithests, the exact
opposite of white, bourgeois art, The concept of "Art
for

of

i hero - worship.
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Arts Centre: Vital Organ

.

A /4 k".

By DIANE ANDERSON and SANDRA McNEILL

The Afro Arts Cultural Centre (AACC) is another one of those vital Black organs

r An<CH;

,

seeking to make New York one of the Black cultural centers of tlie world.

The Center is located at 2191 Seventh Avenue and serves as a cultural information

,

center for Black arts. Inside this 25 thousand dollar structure is a small reception area at

i

the front, which spreads as one walks toward the rear. In this spreading area, there are
the handmade tinnery crafts of Mrs. Ruby
two exhibition cases. Inone case is displayed
The other case contains African art and repro-

,

S,

..-

'

, ..,jitp
I.

f, 11\11,11( 1 (,{10]f'llj<, '. ' r

,%1 '' .

2
*. .,

the center, contains a teaching area. The center was founded in 1955 by Mr. Simon

'...1
,€

Bly, now its executive director. Its founding was based on the realization by the mem-

jected:

" . . .a conglomeration of all
arts into an interrelated complex projecting art, theatre,

wide, at home and abroad.

West Indies, South America;

dents being educated within to-

Africa, in the Pacific, Asia, the

America, Canada, and Europe.
Thus we speak of a World majority of people."

When asked how this relates

to the concept of Pan African-

they could discuss the different
criticisms and see if they could
form a structure to resolve the
conflicts. They chose to do the

ism and the ideas set down by
Marcus Garvey complement
the same rhythm. Pan Africanism means African people world

drama, and music as one."
, In order to extend their vision the name Afro Arts was
used because, as Mr. Bly explained, "We (Blacks) are a majority people. African people
can be defined as Africans in

'

and destroy the institution or

ism Bly replied, "Pan African-

We fari say here that the function 6f revolutionary art,
·

Black Women In, , Films
.______-___ _____ ___ _ -.

freedom. In most cases, such a poem is designed for reading; it has a certain value as do printed words on a page.,
But reading is essentially a private experience - <,one *

«H

I.' 4,3

Cicely Tyson will probably be nominated for

,

,

the
an Oscar this year. Hollywood, as 'well as percritics, ·have ·a war of. discovering tal4nted
'

,

1

dl;2y tend monsatncertai lytalet·id emb2:atment to the Black viewing audience. As such, this

industry is not concerned with making good Black
lilms, but rather, products that will keep the

' inoitey' rolling in, regardless of unrealistic or

,

L

exploitive story lines. As a result, many of the
· films are carbon copies of each other, and some
are merely Black versions of the white originals.
"Blacula" is a more sensual derivative of "Dracula," "SHAFT" is James Bond fare with an add.
ed touch of soul, while the dazzling mi sical elegance of "Lady Sings The Blues" is really quite
similar to "Fundy Girl."
-I n viewing·the Black life-style, one can.readily

' see ·Black wolhen vary in their sexual attitudes,
intellect, and goals. Thete are some who enjoy
,/

the role of sex-object, and there are those who'11
raise hell when they see their role being directed exclusively in that direction. Black audiences are constantly bombarded with singular
aspects of the Black woman: Being cool, sexually
available, and how fast can you drive a car?
Rarely (with the exception of "Black Girl" and
"Georgia, Georgia," which concern themselves
with the Black woman's self· image) are we confronted with her anxieties and frustrations. This
leads one to believe that Black men have corner-

ed the market on "going through changes."

While the Black man's image in films is
being fictitiously blown up to the proportion of
Supernigger, the Black woman's image is being
projected as a subservient sexual object. Her
function in films is basically "non-functional."
She is constantly portrayed Eis a woinan without
goals and usually appears as the beautiful, seductive companion to a super-stud hero - just
being around for making love, running 01'rands,
and adding to the decor of the Rolls Royce or
Eldorado, In most of the advertisement posters
for Black films, the man is always gigantically
projected while the wornan fs situated somewhere in the background, lying across his car
or sprawled out son7ewhere between or near his
legs. Whatever happened to the concept of "stai d-

ing by your man?"
Among the numerous Black filins l·detis{Od
thus far, only a few can be cited for excellence

..
.

4
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Scott-Heron deby .Gil
In contra-distinction, a.I poep.
,
I r' • « ,4
·}'
i ,
scribing the purposes of l'the Kin'g 'Alfted' Plan and the,
McCarran Act, sharpens our level of awareness and sensitivity to the conditions around us. These verses arb dedign-,
ed for listening, which allows for a collective ' experience, *

, ,

This type of art is consciously designed as a didactic ·'ih-

4

- c aracteristics so often overlooked in most
xfoles Offered 20 her.
Regardless of how one relates to them Black

:,

"

.

Rebecca in ,the motion picture "Sbunder" is a
step toward exemplifying the Black Woman as '
a woman of dignity, strength, and determination

,

person, one book,'

a

1

1-

formers overnight, especially those who have
been acting· for years. Miss Tyson's portrayal of

'1 4 1.1"1 11'

is to communicate/articulate and project those values and
to the public school· system. The . objectives which will enable us to wage struggle and to ·
courses being given at the school maintain our humanity.
What does this mean?
(Continited 01: Page 8)
It means that while a "properly" constructed poem,
may adequately portray the motion of a bird in flight, it '
does little to transmit anything useful to our struggle for·'

could do one of two things:
They could damage, criticize,

.'.#/'/,

3

change the world, but to interpret it in abstract terms.,

They felt that offering teachers credit was an effective way
of di ffusing African Studies in.

the educational institution they

By ANGELA E. SMITH

':

notion that art is, artificial, an abstraction. Therefore, it '
cannot reflect the real world. It 'is not developed for the I ,
masses of the people. Consequently, its objective is not to

courses taken at the Center.

day's education structure."
They felt that in dealing with

11:111

(Continued fro„: Page 1)

tion with the Board of Education, it was arranged that teachers would receive credit for the

the same as those of the stu-

-1 1

Art's Sake" best illustrates this point. Within this lies the,

serves this purpose. In coopera-

its goal through the educational
system. Upon careful analysis
they came to the conclusion that
"the problems of the artists are

'.

R

,/ 1 ', ''Ilt,1\,3

s

Defining Direction

latter. The Educational Centre
located at 222 West 134th Street

The center looked to achieve

i "'

t

·

bers of the Afro Arts Theatre that the problems that faced Black actors existed for all

Black artists.
So a cultural vision was pro-

)

.f. '...,j.,Eir

pj <'

, '*.,, ,
IA
:,-,...,,

Owooh, an art instructor at the center,
ductions of famous African artifacts, On the walls throughout the center, African art forms
are displayed by young aspiring artists from the Congo. The larger area, in the rear of

2

t us.LAWi

1:
strument to be used by large numbers of people: 3 r ,
the
'
see
readily
Upon closer examination, one can
6.-2 4 QF „killill corresponding characteristics existing ' between White,
· 94Il bourgeois art and white bourgeois politics. Such politics ,
j:

_*

in exemplifying the innermost thoughts and

character of a Black woman. "Sounder," "Geor-

gia, Georgia". and "Black Girl," are analytical
films, for they present the various emotional

and conflicting thoughts of the Black woman,

without the crutches of sex, violence and luxurious duplex apartments.

ideas, and goals of Black

The attitudes,
women cannot be adequately summed up in one
thought or action. She cannot and should not
be continually cast in one particular role, for she

is all things to her family, her man, and is able
to relAte to them as their needs and her strengths
dictate. Without these elements, her roles in
film become entirely one-dimensional, and she is
demoralizingly labeled, plaything.
The definition of beauty is still white oriented, and dark-skinned sisters are still taking back
seats to lighter skin, hazel eyed sisters. Shaft's

. velvety
woinen are
always
lighter,Roundtree
and we allis.knowuh
In
Richard
Black
Legend of Nigger Charley," Fred Williamson

is simply another name for capitalism, which benefits the
few instead of the many. Its goal is not to transform society, but to exploit it.

It is by no means geared to suit human interests or
needs. White bourgeois art is an offspring of tlie politics,

of capitalism. Revolutionary Black Art is a product of

revolutionary politics. This
always in conflict.· They are
If we look at a simple,
becomes clearer:
STATUS QUO CONCEPT
· Art for Art's Sake
Interpret the world
Individualism:
Non-functional

is why the two concepts are'
opposing forces.
dialectical formula, the point,

VS. OPPOSING CONCEPT
Art for' Peollle's Sake'
Change the world · 6
Collectivism:
'
Functional

= RESOLUTION
These two concepts are always in conflict. They cannot
occupy the same point in time and space without a strug-·
gle between them. Since the underlying political realities:
· of both concepts are, antagonistic, the -twQ .forces niust:

(Charley), nearly risks his life to save a lovely
olive skin Indian woman, with "Superfly," however, this element works in reverse, Ron O'Neal

struggle against each other.
It is the task of the Opposing Concept, and all revolii-

with his long flowing page-boy and his obvious
mixed features has a white woman downtown

be beneficial to the masses of the people. This is the basis
i
for defining the Opposing Concept as revolutionary.
It is important to understand that revolutionary art ·

and a brown skin sister uptown. I suppose this

is what they call the boTt of both worlds.
Through the arts, particularly the film inedium, Black artists can adequately express their

tlioughts, conflicts, and struggles. As such, they
not only speak for themselves, but fut· all Black
people. Black actors need not concern themselves
with projecting distorted images of life.styles
totally unrelated to Blacks, but rathet', should

tionary art, to aid in the creation of a resolution that will:

does not embody the entire struggle; it is only ad .instru-,
ment. In the final analysis, the people will make change.
Revolutionary Black Art serves as a vehicle to communi-

cate the values and goals necessary to carry out a suc-

cessi'ul struggle, and to maintain our sense of peoplehood.

It is for this reason that the responsibility to strug-

be concerned with presenting the truest possible

gle falls on the shoulders of the artist as well as the

continually distoi'ted, sterootyped, and passed

historical mandate set before thenl. They create simply

not all Black men ure "superniggers" and not all

they are well rewarded for their efforts, In the long run

pot'11'aytil of a people alld a cultul'e that hits been

organizer. But there are plenty of artists who ignore the

over. Black films shoild be for and about Black
people, and it's time that Hollywood realize,

for the act of creating. And under present conditions,

Black women nro "superwhored," and we do die

their contribution to the advancement of Black folks will.

1'1'oni hud attacks!

be non-existent,

.

-
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Cinematic Truth and Soul

,

Kong;" so "Sounder" is, I guess,

When Putney said, "the Borman.
VI girl has got to have soul," the

Peebles can move the hell out of
his camera but can't seem to help

ger

was forever enshrined in the annals
of movie history. Unfortunately the
high point of those features which
are conceived, contrived, and ex-

Strangely enough, "Sounder,"
which best conforms to the generally accepted - albeit abstract - notions of movie art, is the very one

for its basic sincertty and not always going after the easy emotions
- like "Lady Sings The Blues"
does - it still comes off as clistilled

ploitive of, for, and/or by Blacks
saems to have reached no further

I find the most irritating, We con.
stantly complain about rip-offs on

Datronage which dates it 10-15 years == 1 Ims m
ago. The design is for the satisfac- r
Wllllllill.dl
i
'-

spirit of the 'truth and soul" movie

than the beginning,
,
Roldert Downey's often crude,
sometimes hackneyed, but triumphant creation made its mark, because
he exercised the good judgment to

employ Vigorous amounts of tastelessness and offensiveness, constructively. It's a wonderful stinker, and
it's. currently playing on a triple
bill, with a couple of Woody , Allen
flicks at the St. Marks Cinema.
, After "Swope" have come few

' fllins with even fewer moments in

taking us down the nearest drain.

our culture, but hasni anyone seen

supposed to be his 'coup de gras.'

Although "Sounder" is notable

--'

1

.-

dill, I*
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gardless of race, color, creed, etc.
Personally, I'll take "Melinda" and
even "Sweetback;" and "Superfly"
stands at the head of the heap.
Some criticisms I've heard about
Sounder getting shot up by some
red-neck deputy, and Cicely Ty-. "Superfly ," ". . , Gordon Parks, Jr.
son's reaping all the praise, and
is bourgeois" . . . "Sig Shore is
probably, an academy nomination.
white" . . , "Ron O'Neal sold out
Actually, the dog wasn't that (reportedly he is to direct and star
good, and Miss Tyson's work was n the sequel)".., "they were only
solid; but the real i s s u e is in it for the money." The last com-

with it. Priest doesn't appear to be

the type who'd care about what
people

think

about his

allitude

toward women or his lightness of
skin. He's tough and basically
amoral just like the movie, When
he hires white killers, you know
what's on his mind, whites will do

anything for money, and once the

th emes ·on

the 'cast is allowed to display its

in .the industry happen to both like

Blackness become too serious, . we

professionalism; but these niggers

their jobs and think of themselves

stakes are high enough they don't
care who.

Ket , Bu,ck and the Preacher," while

act like they're being watched, 'cuz

' as having careers. The 'deficiencies

ineftitude and nonsense result in a
'tharleston Blue. ' What these new

guess who's watching?

when one considers even the hacks

Martin Ritt, the. director, started

of "Superfiye are rather obvious, but
are mostly attributable to inexperi-

flms lack most is a unified perspec-,
, tive in both conception and produc-

his liberal crusade in film with his
1957's "Edge of the City." In that

ence, a shoestring budget, and the
willingness of Carl Lee and Julius

' tion. While Gordon Parks' strong
shit is scenes Where the camera

one Sidney Poitier gets a grappling
hook in his back for helping John

Harris to indulge in some Shakespearean hamminess.

dotsn't' move, he is conspicuously

Cassavettes. A couple of years ago

The best thing about "Superfiy"

deficient, when trying to handle the
flow of''action, ·sequences while Van

he gave us "The Great White Hope,"
which I can best describe as "Nig-

is that it doesn't sidetrack itself
with a' bunch of ethnic nonsense, it

''

Storefront Museum
1,

,

,B y ]DENISE MIt'CHELL

"'

r ,.In the midst of acommiunity which is 9896
Bklgky; apt, hap # one of the h,igllest., rates of
, drug addiction and unemployment in New York
City , i s,a. cultural oasis known as The Store

Frogt Museum. . .
i, 'One of the most unique cultural institu-

tions in New York., The Store Front Museum,

locat@ at 162-03 Liberty Avenue in Jamaica,
attempts to alleviate some of the cultural dis-

aFivantages of living in a rural ghetto by offer-

ing the community a diversion from their day
t6 day ,experiences.
In. August 1970,' a study funded by the New
. York State Council on the Arts, along with The
Rockefeller Foundation, kindled the incentive
to · develop, a community-based institution to
combat .' Mcultural · deprivation" of ' inner city

resid*nts:

":'·. Iff.March .df the .following year, a 'buildihg
.'formdrly' an.auto, virarehouse, was 06tained to
house .this institution and it officially opened in
June, 1971.-The building currently contains a
-· thousand-seat auditorium, a gym facility, an ex-

hibition area, office space and an outside park.
,Most,. community projects developing out

-·
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knows what's on its mind and goes

ment is the most inane, especially

'cbje 'through. When

f

lion of the liberal mentality re-

Walt Disney's "Old Yeller," a much
more satisfying movie which at
least did justice to its canine lead.
I mean, here's dat poar 01 dawg

image; it sticks in my craw. True,

'

i i

that nobly suffering-underdog crap

which they' let some .natural Black

,

. As Curtis ' Mayfield's music continues
to move Thd stbr# along, you
see coke, cokd, and more coke;
seeing who. uses it and whdrd; the

kinds of , folks and ;the kin(}s 9,£

places. And I disagree that coke, is
merely a plot substituie for. heroin„
there's a big 'difference all, thb Way

around. Ask your witch doctor.
- Ted Fleming

of foundation studidst.tend to be detrimental to

Bullins, who also worked 'with the New

the community. This is not the case with The

Lafayette Theatre in Harlem, said that he is

Store Front Museum, probably because of its . "pleased with the workshop's progress, but 'the,
.sound leadership: ' Tom Lloyd, the.,museumfs..
proof of their efforts will be, seen in their first ;
director, believes tiiat "one rnust d¢Alland from : perforinance." The ' Drama 'Worksljop·' will' per-·
those more establishe4.institutions some of the ' form a play, "Two Slain," oh ' Decembet 9th;
mohey earinarked ' for cultural projedts '«nd ' i#hicti,will be Iledicated to thertwu Bladk · stu-

channel it to the Black coinmunity."
,

.1 1

dents murdered redently at Southern Uhiversity.

;

The director, who edited. and wrote:the in-:'·:.9 A Video Communication Workshop, ,11eaded '
troduction to Black Art Notes, feels that' affili- . by Tom Lloyd, has trained .over 60 youths to
ation with' ,*hite institutions "does not hinder
explore what he, calls "the unlimited Qssibilities '
but, helps the museum." The Museum of Mod- · of video technology:'
ern Art is compelled to loan all exhibits on ,
Video tape is' used to record and document
Black Art to the Store Front Museum for free
activities at the museurn and iri the' comr*Unity.
exhibition.
Children as young as six years of age have been.
Gerald Deas, a community physician and
taught to operate the equipment. The 'museum
Lloyd's assistant, explained that unlike most
currently has a library of thirty halfAhour tapes
museums, which tend to exhibit an air of elitwhi® bre frequently shoWn.
,
-.
Exhibits -by local and other Black artihts
ism in their attitudes toward patr6ns, the Store
Front Museum is "geared toward the grassroots
are shown. They Are also enbouraged to · donate ·
of the surrounding community." An example,
their work to the museum for the establishment
of a permanent collection: Romare Beardon;
is the Sickle Cell.Victims project, , which Dr.
Deas explains is an attempt to ease the financial
one · of the better 'known .. Black artists, has
burden of those families whose members suffer
donated four of his works,to tha Store Front
from the disease. This project, according to
Museum for this ,project.
Deas, has received "very positive feedback from
Currently -at the ·museum is a collection 61
1

the community" which includes the churches

'

graphics clone by Ademola Olugebefola, en-

and other Black community institutions.

available to performing groups and facilities

titled, "Man." The collection is comprised of
over sixty drawings, woodcuts, etchings, monoprints and inks. Admission is free.
Lloyd asserts that, ."the graphic media is
important because works can be ·reproduced ,
and the prices can be scaled down to accomo-

are open to community organizations for use

date Black income." So far the community has '

Lloyd, a former Art instructor at Sarah
Lawrence College, describes the museum as
being "a social force which has brought many
isolated people together." Its resources are made

-

as meeting places.
Offering other supplementary services which
foster intergroup communication and cultural
orientation, the museum stresses nationalism,
with other aspects of the Black experience entertained. An advisory council made up of community residents serves as its administrative
structure.
Other features include a Drama Workshop,
headed by Roscoe Orman and Ed Bullins, a
nationally acclaimed Black playwright, which

purckased six of the works from Olugebefola's
collection.

Mr. Lloyd says he's satisfied with the suecess and "phenomenal growth" of the museum,
and adds that it has been embraced by the

community. Often, drug addicts and prostitutes
come into the museum. Lloyd sees this as one
basis for "ofTering encouragement and raising
the level of consciousness in all segments of

the Black community." However, he is displeased with the "apathy oi white business, '

offers instruction and coaching in drarnatic arts

which must reinvest some of the money spent

areas of life which would increase self awareness. Local writers submit their works and
those accepted are performed,

So far, two department stores in the area have

by Black people back into the community."

and attempts to cultivate an interest in those

-

,

contributed some money and materials to the

museum.

-

"
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Sly at the Garden:

-

66We Got High!"
Sylvester Stewart is alive and
welll This news from Madison
Square Garden as the cheers of

vocal choi'cls were n few tatter.
ed shreds, The muted mlige lind
subdued vocals of the year-old

the triumphal return of Sly and
the Family Stone to ike New

bum seemed to confirm these
accounts of Mr. Stetwart's de.

20,000 Music Lovers celebrated

York stage.

Recent ,events had suggested
that all was not well. For the
past year Sly's calendar had

, *''t

*11&

.1,

"There's a *lot Going On," at.

mise.
But "Riot." was an albuln of
changes, and while Sly' admit"

to take the phone nuinbers of

to perceive tlie funny part it

eager prospective models, Deul•
ers circled the promenade dis.

the Summerilme, M'Lady, and

plays iii a Sly concert. A, it in.
flates the hall, you notice that

Stand (the New International
Anthem), the selections encoln-

ted that "you aln't seen me for

pensing brown packets of last.
minute stnoke,

formances,
most Those
recently
at the
the
Apollo
Theatre.
times

ain't down,
1'11 be around to
carry
on,"

former and audience. But before
Your mind con dwell on the unt.

pumping his hips to look around
the arena and throw his head,

group did appear were marred
by hour-long delays and the incoherent ramblings of a mind
reduced to a meaningless drug-

"Time," he said, "just needs
to be a little longer, , ,"
4
8
0

"It's good stuff man," they
assured their clients, furtlvely
glancing about for the guards,

fled

back in a broad grin, knowing

keeping alsles clear, and not be.

horns, gets bounced around by

coming instant narcos, Balloons
The Staple Singers had just bounced between the wisps of
nnished a respectable set and, pungent herb as the lights faded

the bass, and the thunder of
drums heralds Sly's voice which
cuts through it all, rising like a
bubble under water.
Significantly, no songs were
performed from "Riot." Through
Dance to the Muglc, Hot Fun in

been riddled by missed per-

induced stupor.

The rumors spread like gon-

orrhea that Sly was wasted, that
the d6pe had rotted his brain,
and all that remained of his

a while," ho ins!*ted that "I

the house lights ,ame up for

intermission. Instruments were
reshuffled, photographers re.
loaded their Nikons and paused

sotnething very powerful is being exchanged between per;

who were only concerned wlth

pandemonium,

it

passed Sly's "exhuberant" per.
tod, Several times he stopped

slides.

down the smootli track of the

and the concert began.

***
To say the Music Is Alive. is

the power of the mighty spell

he cast.

***
The show ended with I Waft·
na Take You Higher. During the ·
linal chorus, Sly said it all:
"We got high. Thank you."
- Robert Knight

Afro Centre
f

J

·(Conthitted from Page 6)

l, '3 4:, fli ': 6 '1 .j

include, African History, Afro.
Dance, Music, Fashion, Swahili,
and'a >course on the·United Na-

tibils. i, '
It has contributed to the com-

74##,%*#L

munity by opening its museum.
to the public and by holding
discussions and demonstrations·
on the arts in, the local schools..'
The Center, Also sponsors ' an.,
nual birthday party celebrations for the United Nations.
.The All-Star. U.N. celebration,
Which was . held this. year' at
Loew's Theatre served two purposes': it gave reco#nition to the.
' 'United Natiorih' frbm 'that Bi'dek'
community, and it helped raise
money for the not-yet-completed'
building. The Center is sched-,
uled to officially open on De- ,

AT

1

Camelot Inn .
3

. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

JANUARY 26-29

cember tst,

'to some the 'Center witl be'·
thought of as no more thdn a
modern storefront, but to Simon
Bly and the people who have
workdd with him, this is home.
The Center, however, is m6re

BRING YOUR LONG IOHNS & PARTYING SHOES
Week.Ettd Bag Includes (Price Per Person) $5100 4 In One Room - $65.00 2 In One Room

than a "storefront" or home; it

is instead, the launching pad for,
what will become the "Cultural,

DEPOSIT REQUIRED, FINAL BAIANCE JANUARY end, 1973

Information and Demon'stration

Center."
The.Cultural Information and,
Demonstration Center, though '
2 NIGHTS ACCOMMODATIONS AT THE CAMELOT INN, POUGHKEEPSIE

still in its planning stage, is exi r

ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION VIA DELUXE MOTOR COACH

·

2 FULL BREAKFASTS AND 1 FULL DINNER SATURDAY NIGHT
2 FUU DAYS OF SKIING AT DUTCHESS SKI AREA
ALL SKI EQUIPMENT - SKIS; BOOTS AND POLES

, pected ·to tovar a ·four *to, six,

+ . , block area.."The Demonstration t .
Center," said Mr. Bly,."will be

intiniately invoived with the
·

*

· life of the people.'t *

·'.f'

SKI INSTRUCTION BY THE WORLD FAMOUS WALTER FOEGER SKI SCHOOL
A WINE AND CHEESE FONDUE PARTY
COFFEE AND DONUTS ON ARRIVAL

, Expected to . be built within
the six block area. that the Ceri- r
ter will cover are a university„

A ROCK N'ROLL BAND FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS

seum; art center, theatre, li··

recital and concert hall, mu.,
brary, and gift shop. "The Center .will. evolve around· the life ·
style of Black people," said Mr.

CHAMPAGNE AND BLOODY MARY PARTY SUNDAY MORNING

ICE SKATING ON THE PREMISES - GAME ROOM
TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM SKI AREA
OPTIONAL AVAILABLE ACTIVITIES (ADDITIONAL CHARGE)
INDOOR TENNIS COURTS ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE HOTEL
INDOOR HORSEBACK RIDING
FIRST.RUN MOVIES IN HOTEL ROOMS

-

Bly.
,

"Not only will it evolve
around Black people'S past, but '

it will contain the very heart-

beat of the present and will
serve as a means of' preparing

for the future through its educational facilities."
Here, in what Simon Bly calls

LIFT TICKETS (EXTRA)

the "City of Harlem" will be an
;

RON WILLIAMS, LINDSAY PARK BUSHWICK HOUSES - PHONE 388.0041

AGUSTINE RODRIQUEZ, HUNTER COLLEGE - 389·0298
BERNARD HINES, CITY COLLEGE- 383·9064
HARMAN FOSTER
MEDGER EVERS
HENRY SHOOK, CITY COLLEGE
RAYMONE BROWN, LEHMAN COLLEGE-OL 5.6159
REGGIE FOWLE, BRONX COMM. COLLEGE -378·1228

eoope* pad

TED MORRISEY, LEHMAN COLLEGE - 538·3067

*0*40*ed 4

MICHAEL LEWIS-3894916

&,:*80:

institution both involved in and .
reflecting Black life at its best.
The meeting with Mr. Bly became more than '3ust" an interview. The chance to talk with
and listen to him became instead
a learning experience. With the
learning came the realization

that if the Cultural Information

and Demonstration Center does
reflect the greatness of the peo.
ple that it will represent, there
will indeed be a "Mecca in the
City of Harlem."

I
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the beating of a Black youth.

Jet (Nov. 23, 1972) reported that Thomas J. Schmit,
the policeman in question, has been sentenced to one year
in prison.
'

'

The case of Herman T. Pickett the 18-year-old Blae

1,

youth, has been brought to the U.S.'Attorey's office by the
Afro-American Patrolmen's League.
The league officials said they first presented the case

'' h"

11, 1 1\

../, b

A white Chicago policeman has been
found guilty in

·

'

1 91 2,'. J: 5 COMi i, Ah :
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BY AYAD MOHAMED
Chicago Cop Faces Prison Sentence for Beating Black Youth

'''

":4 L

t* *f '

1

to the Cook County state's attorney office, but were de-

·

nied prosecution.
Racism in South Village

t

Tuesday, October 81, 1972. Two Black youths were

,
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Derrick
SamuelbyJohnson,
died
St, Vincent's
Hoschased
and beaten
a white 15,
mob
in at
the.lower
East Side.

,f .

C

pital from the beating. The other Harlem youth, William
Sadners, 20, is still hospitalized, but in fair condition.
The youths were beaten with baseball bats by a mob,
witnesses said, which consisted of teenagers and adults.

,:
'! I' # P**9<«4
.,%I?PY-'::
, L.,+
.i *$-6177qt111
:,,5 , '*:f :f':.'.

any of the none
mobsters
there.
However,
of the
witnesses were willing to identify

Nobody is saying who or what started the disturbance

.12 in the predominantly Italian Manhattan Village section.

Student Senate Plight
By QADRI ABDUL-WAHHAB
The Student Senate has been neutralThe Senate has also been hampered
ized and,j in many, cases, prevented from
tremendously by the traditional patriarcal
taking c*e of business representing the interests of City College students. It has been

the petty politics of several ego-tripping
' individuals who have been and still are
' stifiling the progress of the Student Senate.
During Senate meetings there have
often been. times when senators have been

, excessively absent or have , failed altogether to show up at .the meetings. This
has resulted in those ego-tripping individu'als fhodo attend Senate meetings, to call
for wuorum counts to determine the legal.

ity Sf the Senate's making any decisions,
claiming to· be thinking in the best interests of City students. This tactic is used
much like the filibuster in the United
States Senate.
This has caused a delay in the Senate's approval of the combined budgets of

the various clubs and organizations on
campus and, more importantly, has added
more fuel into the furnace of student
apathy at the college.

attitude taken by the 'administration. This
attitude has prevented the Student Senate
from gaining the necessary freedom in
helping create an atmosphere of self determination on the part of City College
students. As a result the Senate is powerless to really be a viable organ of student

input and expression.

:

The administration hAs .been succeed-

and
organizations
in oforder
to perpetuate
apathy,
distrust, lack
communication
and

other related problems among the student
population.

It must be realized that if there is to
be a meaningful change in the campus life
of City students there can be no room for
ego-tripping by individuals or grqups of
individuals delaying the process of a viable, responsive and active student govern-

ment. Everybody has got to get down to
T.C.B. -1 Take Care of Business.

By DENNIS E. MACK
Both Harlem Hospital's Psychiatric Unit
The Harlem Community Narcotics Center,
located at 2366 5th Ave., is a consortium of
and the Harlem Alliance for Health Inc. provide
supportive back up services.
organizations dedicated to preventing the growth
H.C.N.C. has a committment from the Busiand spread of narcotics addiction.

The Addicts Rehabilitation Center (featur-

i Self-Help, Inc., Narcotics Addiction Control
; Commission, Narcotics Institute, and The Women's Unit of the Governor's ORice, form the
board of directors. Each organization provides
supportive back up services to combat the
' growing tide of drug abuse.
H.C.N,C. provides its clientele with short
term counselifig; nothing is done on a long term
basis. H.C.N.C., in the words of Mrs. Alfreda
, Bludson, its director, accomplishes this task by
"trying to match the client to n facility according to personality assessment," The non-addict

gets more attention than the addict, the addict'

is referred to other agencies.
The only services provided for on the
premises are family in distress and homework
services. H.C.N.C. is affiliated with District 5
(originally I,S. 201)
H.C.N.C. works closely with its affiliates
to bnsure no duplicity of existing services, and
that clients properly utilize all existing services
and know where to get them.
The Narcotics Addiction Control Commis-

sion can see to it that clients supercede the
waiting list for getting into the methadone
maintenance program.

Graduate Opportunities
Job opportunities are open to Black and Puerto Rican
graduate students.
Eligible students would need at least a "B" average.
For more information contact Dean Baskerville and Mai9
jorie Henderson in the Administration Building or Bob
Grant in room 208 Finley.
Marjorie Henderson, responsible for handling Graduatp
Opportunites, has made an effort to cooperate fully in
having these services centralized for easier access.
For more information contact Louise Fay, Assistant to
the Dean.
The Pap Test (cont'd from last News in Brief)
Due to lack of space in the last few issues of The
Paper, the following article has been continued from

ing in dividing different student groups "Uterine Cind* Ind the *lack Woman" (News in Brief)

Harlem Narcotics Center
ed in The Paper Oct. 17), Harlem Teams' for

Black Graduate Students!!l

fromDr.
theMildred
Tuesday,'
31, her
1972Essence
edition (October,
of The Paper.
I. October
Clarke, in

1972)
article, "Cancer and the Black Woman," strongly recom-'
.mends that- all Black woinen take an annual "Pap" test

because such a test could help detect any development of

carcinoma, the cancerous disease of the vagina.
Essence. in that same issue, describes the process involved in the test:
"By a microscopic examination, any subtle changbs in'

the cells can be detetmined to be benign, inflammatory,'
precancerous, or malignant. If your physician finds 'sus..
picious looking'. cells, he may repeat the smear or take a

biopsy (a small sample of the tisgue frorh the cdrvix) for
further study. Definitely malignant smears will necessitatp
biopsy."
Carcjnoma is a treatable form of cancer, especially
when arrested in its .earliest stages.

It is also reported by the American Cancer Society t

that carcinoma, in its "in 4itu" stage, is 100% curablo
"In situ" means "in its original position." Obviously,
this prefers to the disease's initial stage or position.

nessmans Association to disperse job training

Note: In the last News in Brief series. in the article

for its clientele.

H,C.N,C. sponsors a college backup program

which consists of the Malcolm-King Program, a

20 week training course which offers nine cred' its, six in Urban Education and three in Sociol-

"Racism in Brooklyn School," the Public School involved

was "No. 211." not "No. 61." My apologies for the error

ogy The program will commence on Nov
The Columbia School of Continuing Education

TWIN PINBS
WRITING SERVICES

Speed Research Corp.

is offering a course in the Administration and

342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

Politics of Funding, as applied to health and
family living.
H.C.N.C. also runs church workshops for

We prepare rosoorch In all areas. We
also maintain a file of provlowly
prepared rewarch.

972-1890

the early identification of drug usage and referral techniques necessary if drug usage is de.

tected.
H.C.N.C. grew out of growing neighborhood
concern of the gargantuan drug problem. The
Women's Unit of the Governor's Office formed
a conference, from which a committee was form.

Complete Research and Editorial Services,

Typing,

Resumes,

Agent

For

New

68 Truesdale Drive, Croton·On·Hudson, N.Y.
10520.

,{

Liberation Book Store I'
421 LENOX AVE. at 131 st STREET
HARLEM, N. Y. 10037
Phone 281.4615

ed, which included the six previously mentioned agencies, plus the Hai'lem Teams Youth
Center and Reality House, the latter are no
longer members, Reality House ls, however,
expressing intent in coming back.
For further information concerning H.C.N.C.

Specializing in books about the liberation movements in Africa,
Asia. the Caribbean, South America and North America.

in any of its capacities contact Mrs, Alfreda

Bludson, Harlein Community Narcotics Center,
2366 5th Ave, at 142nd St, Telephone 283-1155.

Writers

and Translations, Call 914-271.8977 or Write

"ll you don'# know, Learn. ff you know, Teach."
'
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10% Discount with this Ad for all Purchases, Books and Supplies
Code
No.
77
44F

*

1, Bollofs
1 .59 ............2, Prayors, Fasting .
$ ,59 ..............
3, Charity, Zokat, Hall, otc,.
............ $ .59.........4, Constitution, Law, Economics .....................$ .69 ............
5, Marriage, Divorce, etc,....................... $ .75 ............Lossons from History
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130
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43

Life of Omar Tho Great, Vol 1._... -...

43A

Life

91

49

Meet Mr. Jinnah

Price Qty.

3

$ 1.00 -.-___

An Approach to Study of Quran ............................$
1
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60 Arab Administration
5
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1
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$
, 120A Arabic Language and Grammar, Bk. 2
,
€
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$
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$
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4.95 - ---_
6.95

Muslims, The First Sbcioto,Ists
24 Muslim Thoughts and Ils Sources
Mysteries of Failing
Mysteries of Purity
'
My Arabic Alphabet Book

1,1.00

116

'<,

1,---.-..-'I:

1 3.75 ---

AO : Devel*ment of Muslim Theola'gy and Jurlsp; -.n_.$ 4.95 ---Dictioniry of Islam
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84 Doctrillb o f The Sufls
'
'
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142 , tlementary Tcathings of Islam
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·

Muslim Prayer Book
Muslim Social Philosophy
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1 '

30
103
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73
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11
125
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'' "' 12
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·

1. '98'
10

68
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-

'

15
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Prayers of Muhammad (Arabic Text)
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Preachings of Islam
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18
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5
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.
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133

3.95 --

162
119
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2.50 -

83

4.50

----

Is am vs, Capitalism and Mor*lim _......................$
1, am vs. Th. West
1
Is amie Cultural Studles ···.....................................$
Is amie and Educational Studios ........................... $
Islamic Ideology .„.............. ......................„„_.$
Islamic Religious Knowledge, Vol. 1 ..............__ $
Islamic Religious Knowledge, Vol. 2 ...................$
Islamic Social Framework ........................................$

87
121

3,95 ---

75
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Quranic Ethics

1 1.25 1 3.75 .-.--

Revelition and Reason In Islam
4
Ruml, Tho Persian Mystic
1
Ruml, The Persian Rel,Irth In Creativity and Love ..$
Rubalyot,of Omar Khayyam .........,..........................$

Spirit of Islam .._....................................................$ 6.95 -- --

2,25 -.--- -

136 'Studios In The Clvilization of Islam ..

2.50

49A Studles In Iqbal
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137 Studio, In Muslim Philosophy ................................... $ 3,95
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and Administration
1 4.50
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Table Talk of Muhammad
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Prophet of Islam, The
Prayers of Progress
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100 AMAZING FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO $1.25
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Poarls of Islam
Philosophy of Tho Quran
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Letter To The Sisters
my frustrations Olit on brothers

Dear Sisters,

It

seem,4

that

whenever

problems?

I

-

me any play. Whenever I would

Am I benefitting myself, or

C hold the door, you thought that

the Black man; am I promoting ,

Maybe it's because some of
,·you. are paranoid. A second reaAsdn could be because. you feel
I exploited. Another reason may

- '
al 145*h St.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10031

,

TERMPAPERS
and

be that many of you are anti-

CREATIVE

] social. You might be under the
: impression that you are "too

COMPOSITIONS

good" to speak. Or, perhaps, you

,

Many of you suirer from the
myth that you would have to

1.) Lowes prices anywhere

either knoiN or have been pre-

, 2.) Delivery within · 14 days

i

METROPOLITAN OPERA STARS
Mar*Ina Arroyo
Judith Roskh
George Shirley

Open 11.6:30 Tues. thru Sat.
Kltit Your Tension Away
In the Relaxing Atmosphere of

in a vocal panel discussion

,

' V.„e'...1.04„.0.0*08.....*8..00„*.4.**00„0*'.„*.8, 1

'

OUR FIRM GUARANTEES:

Sat. 10·4

presents

MARTY'S

have something on your minds.

DECEMBER 7 - 12:30 - SHEPARD 200

,

RESEARCH MATERIALS

INCENTIVE BABY SITTING SERVICE

All Topics

MOTHERS ARE SO CONCERNED OVER

Send for your descriptive, up-

GOOOD BABYSITTING SERVICES AND

to-date, 128-page, mail order

FOR FULL INFORMATION

RESEARCH UNLIMITED

OUR JOB IS JUST THAT. : ' ' ,
WE HAVE A PROPESSIONAL DEPENDABLE
BABYSITTING SERVICE WITH REASONABLE
PRICES THAT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.

CALL or WRITE

519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITIE 203

1721 GRAND AVENUE

QUALITY
TERMPAPERS

(213) 477·8474 0 477·5493
"We need a local salesman"

Viously introduced. to me in or-

after order is received

der far you to speak or raspottd

3.) All work done Dy experts

catalog of 2,300 quality re'search papers. Enclose $1.00

to cover postage and handling.

to my gre6ting.
have the ner1e to wear Geles!

, And a great <many of you are

not eveh involved with Black
organizations on camDUS.

. ,

MARTY'S ,--1
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
E
368·2480

:

Weekdeys 9.5

KNITTING SHOP

,

Did any pf you sisters ever

Call (201) 933·6117

702 ST. NICHOLAS AVE.

Black love by such negative at. .

Mind you, ailot of you sisters

Paporbacks · Now and Used - Monarch and Cliff Notes

6411*4"."0'.."*,00"."*.....0...,4,4...4*0.1,0,4.W.

matter?

I was being fresh. I don't understand why.

Complete Educational Research Materlatu

Yours in Fraternal Criticism,
Ayad Mohamed

'

Am I really showing any
beauty by acting in a sn6bbish

would speak you wouldn't give

2 Sylvan Street - Rutherford, N.J. 07070

titudes?

who nk·e not tlie cause of my

I thiAk you all are some really
bebutiful people, However, tiiany
of you seetn very shaky,

Collegiate Research & Advisory Service

1
'

BRONX, N. Y. 10453

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024

TEL. 583·8087

2375 WOODWARD STREET

:ask.yourset¥es:

SUITE 606

]I :Sp=*312*sis for
Is it ne*sary for me to take J ..

,

PHILA z:;7 :. 19115

Color-[*allylbgeher

2....

1"

Bene,IT

..'.''.

- .

f

FOR

.

1

pt 11

ll

.

4 Southern [i

10

n
Gree
-r

.

Dance

,

FINLEY GRAND BALLROOM

:

THIS FRIDAY - DECEMBER 1-7 P.M. Until

'

%

5
c

STUDENTS - WORKERS
AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

.*

I

11

00%

%

%

0./00

'=

<89

,

i

>PO/8

CONTRIBUTIONS MADE

will be forwarded to the

, L Eor Your '

- UU
....

Film

ADMISSION FREE

*FJI

25& +Ar.Ridlial

LUVE ENTERTAINMENT

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 6- FINLEY BALLROOM
12 - 4 P.M.
THURSDAY, DEC. 7 - FINLEY 330
12 - 5 P.M.
SPEAKERS FOR SOUTHERN U.
and
DEFENSE OF H. RAP BROWN

/

,

'

"THE MURDER OF FRED HAMPTON"

mlil

|
4, e

i

....0,

i

0%

In the New

1

,*,/ Blooming Colors Traveler.

*, .

Here's the case for coordinating your eyes-the
all new Maybelline Traveler Kit In five

4.

fantastic color schemesl

Each kit has everything you need for colorful
plus Automatic Overllner and Blooming Colors
Mascara-all tucked away In one tiny case,
Choose from Blue, Plum, Green, Brown, or Black,

4=1

The finest in eye

0%,0.
,

eyes-three super-soft Blooming Colors Shadows,

a aA

%,*0

a

A

make.up, yet sensibly priced,

1

I

0

%

,
,
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The Paper/Hi es & Lynum

The basketball season opened up Saturday, Nove
mber
25, 1972 with an intercollegiate homecoming game betwe
en
two Black institutions, here at City College.

.,

The "Rams" of Winston-Salem State Unversity
(WSSUj
collided with the "Bisons" of Howard University
(HU), at
the new Bannon Gymnasium. The game was
sponsored
by the WSSU Alumni Association inc. at 'the
New York
Chapter, as a scholarship benefit.
The two teams also played a benefit game in
New
Jersey Friday before their game here.
Before Saturday's game got underway the audie
nce
was asked to stand in a moment of silence in
me'morial to
'42

+
,

.
'

91'

1, ''

,

,,r

the deaths ·of the students slain at Southern University
.

·.,r·97,6.lilml.7Fe·.,:,94d

Winston-Salem won ovei Howard by 84 to
81 respectively. Howard scored about 4 points in the last 25
seconds
of the game.

HOLIDAY GIFTS GALORE AT YOUR FABULOUS CAMPUS STORE!
LARGE SELECTION OF COLLEGE MUGS
in your bar or den,
the MUG is Mightier, than the pen.

• All Imprinted with City College Seal

Plain and Fancy

TOP 100 RECORD SALE

Pennsylvania Dutch

GOING AT DEALER'S COST

Holiday Candy

*eaturi 19

Now In Stock

e Choice of Ceramic or Pewter
e In Blue, Gold, White, Black or Silver
• ConversaHon Pieces All
featuring

The MiMiature Ceramic . . . . . . . . .
$1.50
The Miniature Pewter ................ 8.60
16 02. Ceramic Beautles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.75
Large 30 01. Specials
4.05
.......

.................

Graceful Mermald M u g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50
Glass Bouom Pewter Mug . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.50
Solid Bottom Powter Mug . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.75
Hinged Top Solid Pewter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.25

Butter Mints
Mallo Cups
Mini Frul*s
Chocola*e Covered Peanuts
Thin Mints
Sesame Chips & Sticks
Salted Cashews
Peanut Crunch
Apple Butter
Jordan Almonds
Peanut Coconut Pie

„'---

''

HOURS

Monday and Thursday -9.7
Tuos., Wed. & Fri.-9.4:45
SUBJECT'TO CHANGE

e
0

.

' '.''
; 9

FOLK

I

SHOWS

POPS

*

JAZZ

3.98 Lis* . . . . . . . . . . NOW 2.25
4.98 List ...

........

NOW 2.95

5.98 List . . . . . . . . . . NOW 3.54
j

6.98 L i s t. . . . . . . . . . ' NOW 4.16

:0 brighten your Holiday

from $2 00

SOUL

.:4.

TODAY'S CURRENT BEST SELLERS
AND BIGGEST STARS

'

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

WHITEHALL
BRIAR PIPES

CHRISTMAS CARDS

®

SOUNDTRACK

& many other goodies

FULL LINE OF DISCOUNTED

AND HOLIDAY WRAPPINGS

ROCK

4

JUST ARRIVED & NOW IN STOCK
100% WOOL 6 FOOT SCARFS . . .

.........

Wonderful Winter Wool Hats . . . .

Visit Our Tobacco Section
--u

........

LARGE SELECTION OF SPORTSWEAR

City College Store

SAVE A TREE

RECYCLE YOUR BOOKS

FINLEY STUDENT CENTER
133rd STREET & CONVENT AVE.

SEE US FOR

QUICK
.

CASH

$3.95
51.95

